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TRANSPORT AND DEPOSITION OF INDOOR RADON DECAY PRODUCTS: 
Part 1 - Model Development and Validation 

G.E~ Schillert, A.V. Nero2, C.L. Tien3 

ABSTRACT 

Commonly used mathematical models of indoor radon decay product behavior are based on macroscopic 

mass-balances, often referTed to as "uniformly-mixed models". The uniformly-mixed model's applicability is 

limited by its inability to track the movement of pollutants from their sources to other areas within the enclosure, 

to pennit spatial- or time-dependent sources, or to take proper account of interactions with macroscopic surfaces. 

Although the unik ~mly-mixed model parameteriz.es the deposition process as a constant volumetric removal 

rate, in reality the deposition process is actually a surface phenomenon and is strongly affected by environmental 

conditions. 

This paper describes the development of RADTRAN, a two-dimensional radon progeny transport model 

that begins with the differential conservation equations describing the motion of air and the transport of reactive 

pollutants, introduces appropriate boundary conditions to represent surface deposition, and then calculates the 

concentration distribution of radon progeny throughout the entire region of interest Knowing the concentration 

gradient near the surface, a local mass-transfer coefficient (the deposition velocity) can be determined as a 

function of environmental conditions. RADTRAN simulations have been based or. several flow conditions: 

buoyancy-driven recirculating enclosure flows, free and forced~onvection boundary layer flows, and onc

dimensional diffusion. Free progeny diffusivity, Of, and attachment rate, X, were varied over representative 

ranges. For these conditions, RADTRAN calculated free deposition velocities of uf • 0.014 • 0.079 cm/sec, for 
. . 

218Po. RADTRAN predictions are compared to a range of experimental measurements. It was 'found that the 

predicted range of deposition velocities is in rough agreement with findings from experiments conducted in flow 

conditions similar to the simplified flows used in RADTRAN. 

Keywords: radon progeny, indoor environment, deposition, diffusion, convection, modeling, prediction 
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TRANSPORT AND DEPOSITION OF INDOOR RADON DECAY\ PRODUCTS: 
Part 1 - Model Development and Validation 

G.E. Schillert, A.V. Ner02, C.L. Tien3 .· 
•I; 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Radon-222.(222Rn), a naturally occuning radioactive gas, is currently recognized as a significant public 

health hazard. Nazaroff and Teichman (1989) estimate that 16,000 lung~ancer deaths per year in the U.S. can be 

attributed to radon decay product exposure. The radon decay chain is shown in Figure 1. The first four decay 

products - 218Po, 214Pb, 214Bi, and 214Po - are chemically active and pose a significant health risk due to their short 

half-lives. When inhaled, they can deposit in the lung and subsequently ·irradiate the surrounding tissue before 

being removed by lung clearance mechanisms. Because 214Po has such a short half-life, for practical purposes it is " 

considered to always be in equilibrium with 214Bi. For biological considerations, the decay chain effectively ends 

with the 5th decay product, 210Pb, because of its long half-life of 22 years. 

Being an.inert gas, 222Rn is treated as e5sentially stable due to its relatively long half-life, and its 

concentration is typically uniform within a Single ro0m unless the ventilation rate is quite high. In contrast: the 

behavior of radon decay products indoors is extremely complex, involving interactions with trace gases, /afrbOrne . 

particles and room surfaces. '. The first decay product, 218Po, initially exists as a single free ion but develops 

rapidly into a small molecular cluster commonly referred to as the "free" activity mode '<Phillips et al.·, t98s). 

These decay products may become attached to pre-existing airborne particles, whose size distribution therefore 
, . . . r •• •. 

determines that of the "attached"'decay rproducts in the space. Recent investigations suggest that a third 

"nucleation": mode exists~ · caused by clustering of binary mixtures of dondensable products· (~.g., H2S04
1 

~nd . n 
, ~ - . · I'\ :' r '· ~ f' ~ •I '. / . ." , .' 

H20). This increased growth is called ion:.induced aerosol formation and serves to broaden the size distribution 

of the free fraction (Raes et al.~ 1985, '1987). 11te -'work ·p~nted in this paper us~ th~' bimodal description
1 

~f, the 
• , . . . , ' I . • , ' , , . c ,. ~ . i·' '.; 

activity size distribution. while recognizing that this triiddle nucleatfon"tnode might account for some of the ob-

served range•of di'ffusion·c-Oefficients·asSodated with the free progeny. ' 1 
! · · : .• · ''._ . . . 

Distinguishing between the beha'vibr of the ftee'and a~~a~hed proge~y'is impo~·tant,for t\\'o reasons. ,First, 

the size distribution has biological implications by af(ecting bdttl the ext~nt to which the radio~cti~e d~ay p;~-
ucts pass .thTdugh •various ·p~irtS' Of the human respiratory system, arld the likelihood of depositiori ~nto sensi,tive 

tissues .. Seoond/ the siz.e:,dis'tttbution influences,'. arid is alSO partially det~mijri&i by, th~ 1rate of transport and 
· · _ • • ~ , • · , , , · • \ , · • • I I ,- ,~ ~ ' :·~ 1 ·, 1 ·; ' • . , . '. : · ! . • . • ,i . .' , . 

t 

deposition ·of rthe·poHutarits Wi'thinrthe room.''The'Cf'eposition of radon progeny onto walls and other surfa~es is 

an important removal mechanism at :tfte low to' moderate particle concentrations typicaily found iid0o;~ U'acobi; ... · 
r· .. · . , ' : "'.. . • : ~ 

19n; Porstendorfer et al., 1978a; Sextro et al., 1986). ·This rate of removal can be large for free .. progeny, but is 
. " I 

I Dr. SChiller Is an Assistant Profest0r in the BuildJng Sd.ence Croup of the ~t. of Architecture, Uruver.iity of California, Berkeley, ilnd a . 
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2 Dr. Nero is a' Staff Sdenris~ in the Radon Croup of the lndoor Environme.nt Program, Applied Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory, California. • · 
3 Dr. Tien ill a Profe!lllOr of Mechanial Engineering, and Exed.ative Vle»-Ch~notllor of the University of ulifomia, Irvine. 
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r 
approximately two orders of .magnitude smaller for the attached progeny due to their larger size and corre-

spondingly smaller diffusivity. Deposition is often described in terms of the deposition velocity, defined later in 

this paper. For a more detailed discussion of the behavior of indoor radon and its decay products, Nazaroff & 

Nero (1988) provide a substantive review of our current understanding of the indoor radon problem. 

Interest in the behavior, health implications, and potential control strategies of indoor radon progeny has 

generated a broad range of research investigations taking many different approaches. These include epidemio

logical studies, geologic surveys, monitoring in homes, full-scale experiments, and mailiematical modeling. The 

most commonly used mathematical models of indoor radon decay product behavior are based on macroscopic 

mass-balances, often referred to as "uniformly-mixed models" or ''box models" (Jacobi, 1972; Porstendorfer et al., 

1978a; Wicke et al., 1981; Bruno 1983; Knutson et al., 1983). In their steady-state form, these models give rise to 

simple algebraic equations that have no spatial or temporal dependence and are easily solved. The uniformly

mixed model is typically used for analyzing experimental data, estimating overall conditions in rooms, or run

ning simple p.irametric studies. However, it is only able to characterize the average concentrations in a room, 

and does not consider the actual mechanisms of the transport and removal processes. As a result, the model's 

applicability is limited by its inability to track the movement of pollutants from their sources to other areas ·within 

the enclosure, to pen:nit spatial- or time-dependent sources, or to. take proper account of interactions with macro.: 

.... 

. • ' ·· ! : .. 

scopic surfaces. Al~ough the uniformly-mixed model parameterizes the deposition process as a constant volul- : .'' 

metric removal rate, in reality the deposition prc;>ees~ is actually a surface phenomenon and is strongly affected by 
' " 

environmental conditions. As a result, there is wide variability found among researchers' experimentally deter- / 
· . . .. · .. · ' ·' . ' 

mined values of deposition rates. 
I I"°;',. •, . ·" , ' " ,'. , 1 1

' , l ' 

,, / , .. 
This paper desai~ the ~evelopment of ~OTRAN, a two-dimensional radon progeny transport mddel 

that begins with the differential conservatioJ' equations describing the motion of air and. the transport of ·reactive. ' 1. ,, 
. r -:- ). ~ .-. 

pollutants,: introduces appropriate boundary conditio~ to represent surface deposition, and then calculates the .•. ~: 

concentration distribution throughout the ~ntire region of interest. .Fundamental mass-transport equations sepa- 11 . · 
_.; , ) : - '· l 1. .: . ' . · • 

rately describe the free and attached concentratio~s ()f ,each of the first three radQ,n ~ecay products in tenns.of 
' ,, .i · ••• i·. . . . .. ! . .; . J •• • 

their generation, convective and diffusive transport, llnd ~movaL TJte equatio~,are <::oupled , thr:o1.,1gh ·source and 

removal terms. The ~<Kiimensional velocity t:ields i~ . the spa~ are,ass\lmed to be.independent .~f the pollutant 

concentrations, and are obtained separately ~nd µsed as input to t~e mass-transport equations. Air flow regimes 
.. . ' .. ' . . ' !··. ./ . . 

L 

analyzed include free and forc:ed boundary lay~r fl<;>,.~s and two~.im~l')sional buoyancy-:driven enclosur~ flows,- :.;. ">· 
~ • • , .. ~ ; ; .. • : .r} • :,; . • . ' • 

for laminar conditions. The solution of the. ~th~matic<tl fa,-mµlation of the model is ba~ :on .an approximating · '•' 
: .. i .,.. '· . . . . ' ; . : · ~ . . , ' · ~ ·. " ' . . . 

numerical technique. Knowing the co~~l'\~tion gradient near,.the !Jl1rf<tce!,a local ,~$5~,t:ra~fer~coeUjcient (the .. 
•' .·· ) '1;, . - ....... ,, . ' . . . .. . 

deposition velocity) and the overall deposition rate for the space ccm pe determined.as a function of enviTonmen-· ,;) ;: n• 

tal condttions. A~,.c·~~pared 
1

to ;he uniformly-mixed ~~el, RADTRAN.treats the deposjtion process in a more · .: : . ' .. . . . 

fundamental manner. By treating transport and removal directly, rather than by lumped paramett'!rization, th.e · 
. ; ' ! · ~ t • ~ • ' .. •: • • • 

.. .. 
approach used in RADTRAN is an important step in providing a rea.listic basis f~r understanding radon pro'g~ny 

' behavior and its dependence on physical and environme:n~~l conditions. 
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2.0 FORMULATION OF THE MASS-TRANSPORT MODEL 

The generalized mass-transport equation for any component, i, of a mixture is a differential equation de

rived by applying the law of conservation of mass to component i in an infinitesimal volume fixed in space. A 

transport law (Fick's first law of diffusion) is introduced so that the equation is written in terms of a single de

pendent variable (i.e., concentration). The component can be carried through this volume element by convective 

transport and also by diffusion. Both modes of transport depend on factors that are functions of time and space. 

Within the volume element, component i may also be created and destroyed by transformation processes repre

sented as source and removal terms in the differential equation. 

2.1 Mass-Transport Equ11tions 

For radon decay products, transformations taking place throughout the entire region of interest include 

radioactive decay, attachment, and recoil. For notational convenience, superscripts f and a are used to designate 

the free and attached decay products, and subscripts 0, 1, 2, and 3 are used to represent 222Rn and its first three 

decay products. Using vector notation, and writing in terms of activity concentration, A=A.C, the two-dimen

sional transport equations for decay product i (i=l,2,3) are presented below in equations (la) and (lb). 

<1Aif/<1t + u•VA;f - V• (ofVA1f) = [ ~ A1-1f + r1-t A.i A1_1a] - (At+ X) A/ 

<1A1a/i3t + u•VA1a - V•(l)IVAta) = [ {1-r1-1) ~ A1-1a + X A1f) - ~ A1a 

(la) 

(lb) 

where u is the air velocity, 0 is the coefficient of Brownian diffusivity, A. is the radioactive decay constant, r is the 

recoil probability, and Xis the attachment rate constant. The tenns on the left side of these equations-represent, 

respectiv~ly, the time rate of change of activity concentration of component i; convective transport, and diffusive 

transpor:t. If the diffusion coefficients of the free and attached progeny are con'itant over space, then the third 

term on the left can be written as DV2A. 

i<: The right side of each equation represents the net production of the free and attached progeny, repre.

sented by thesoutce t~nns' (parent atom decay, ~~oil for the ' free mode, attachment f~r the attached mode) ~!~us 
~' ,. .. . ' • ' . l •- .' • " • ' l - ' ' ; · ' ' ' ' ~) ' . I • ' 

the removat' terms {deea'y, attachment' for the free mode, recoil for the attached mode). The model first solves 
" ~ ' ' 

equation (la), then (lb), for each decay product. The bracketed term on the right side of each equation is there

fore a known quantity, and the equati~ns can be solved for the concentration distributions of A1f and A1a. 

Values of the radioactive decay rate constants, A., are obtained by the relation A.= In 2/t112, where t112 arc 

the half-lives given in Figure 1. The attachrrient of radon progeny to particles is commonly described by the 

overall attachment rate X, a function of air/otne particle concentration N and size distribution (Porstendorfer et 

al., 1978b). As in the uniformly-mixed model, the value of X in RAOTRAN is obtained by assuming a linear 
, :·i ; . 

relationship between X and N, wi!h a constant coefficient of proportionality (the attachment coefficient) based on 

mean particle diameter. During preliminary simulations, X(x,y) was represented as a function of the spatial 

coordinates x and y, by first solving for ,the spatial distribution of particle concentration N(x,y). The variation of 

X within the particle boundary layer did not affect the calculated value of deposition velocity, however, and so X 

was assumed to be constant in the subsequent simulations for which results are reported here. RADTRAN does 
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not contribute anything new to understanding the actual attachment process but orlly its implications in terms of 

concentration distributions and deposition rates. RADTRAN also treats the recoil process in the same way as 
' 

previous models (Mercer, 1976), and presently assumes a constant recoil probability of ri = 0.83 for alpha decay, 

and r1=l"J=0 for beta decay. 

The solution of these equations requires specification of initial conditions and boundary conditions. Since 

radon (i=O) is an inert gas, initial conditions of these recursion expressions are Aof = Ao, and Aoa = O. The radon 

concentration, Ao, serves as the initial source distribution for all the progeny, and can be any function of time or 

space. Boundary conditions represent surface reactions occurring at a specified edge of the region being consid

ered. In general, boundary conditions can be expressed in terms of a specified concentration or flux at a surface, , 

or as a mass flux written in terms of a mass-transfer coefficient or surface reaction rate (Bird et al., 1960). Since the 

walls are not considered as a source of radon in this model, the boundary conditions represent the deposition of 

radon decay products onto the surfaces of the space. This treatment is described in detail in section 3.0. 

2.2 Dimensionless Equ1itions 

For convenience, the governing equations can be expressed in terms of dimensionless variables. These 

dimensionless variables are defined by dividing the variables in equations (la) and (lb) by constant reference pa

rameters chosen to be characteristic of the particular problem (i.e., radon concentration Ao, surface length L, reP

resenta~ve velocity U, time step '1to). The governing equations, together Ytith the initial and boundary condi- · 

tions, are then .fonnulated in terms of these non-dimensional variables. After rearranging, the resulting fonn of ' ·' 

the equatio~. contain important dimensionless combinations of the characteristic parameters. The non-dimen~r, 

sional form .of the governing equations can be written as: 

R aancn + f • V91f - (1 /ReSc) V29l = R (St{ - S2tf 9(f) 

R ae,a/a-t + f•V91a - (1/ReSc) V20ta = R (Sl1a.+-S21a 9ta) 

. ' 

c2a> 

·(2b) 

where it has been'ass~med .that the diffusion coefficients are constant In these equation~, the gra,pi~ntpperators 
are in te'~; of dirriensionless spatlal coordillates based on the characteristic $Urface Jength, L, ~~d .. the dimen-

, ._ • • J • : •••• - , _ 

sionless parameters are defined below: 

dimensionless 
quantity 

9 

1 ~ equiv~ent 
parameters 

- A/Ao 

,, . ., ( ~ •: ' )'. 

ph~ical 
,, significance .. ~ :.~ .. 

1 : 

:c 

·' 

f u/U · .:..11 

·. activity concentration 

veh.x:ity vector _, -·; (\ '. :' ( .. l ' .. .- J{ '. . 

t 
R , _. 

Re ·· j~ / 
• .. 

Sc 

St if 

S2i~ 

St1a 

S2ia 

t/ '1t0 

L/U'1to 
LU/v 

v/D 

... 

[A; 91-1f + n-1 A; 9t-1al · <AtJ 
(At + X) ... ('1to> 

[O-rt-1> A; 91.ta + X 91fJ · <~t0) 

().;) . (~to> 

5 

time 

NIA 
• ~ ~ • ! . •' . 

_t(i 

Reynolds number 
[ ~ ! ~ 

Schmidt number 

free source tenn 

· tree sink term 

attached source term 

,, ··, attached sink tenn -~ ' 

• .. ; 

: . ,_ 
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2.3 Numerical Solution Technique 

The coupled mass-transport equations in RAD'IRAN are non-linear, partial differential equations and 

cannot be solved analytically. The approximating numerical technique chosen here, the Patankar-Spalding dif

ferencing technique (Patankar, 1980), involves the conversion of each equation into discrete form (discretization) 

and a matrix solution of the resulting algebraic equations. The region of interest is divided into a finite number of 

contiguous subregions (control volumes), each represented by a unique grid point. To minimize computing costs 

a non-uniform grid is used with a fine grid spacing in the regions near the wall, where the largest spatial 

variations in concentrations occur, with a coarser grid in the core region of the room. There are 31 grid points 

along a length of the two-dimensional enclosure, with the dimensionless grid spacing ranging from 0.0022 near 

the wall to 0.132 in the center; The time period of interest is also divided into a finite number of one-minute 

timesteps. 

The discretization method replaces a continuous distributipn of the dependent variable ( .. ctivity concen

tration, A) with discrete values at each grid point and for each time step. The values for A at the grid points are 

connected through the discretization equation, derived by integrating equations (2a) and (2b) over the control • '.· • 

volume surrounding the grid point, and over the time step. In RAD'IRAN, the discretization equations are based i ,.: 

on a hybrid scheme for the spatial profiles, accounting for the direction and relative magnitude of convection at 

each node (Patankar, 1980)~and an implicit scheme for the transient profile. The discretization equations used in 

RADTRAN are summarized in Schiller (1984), written in terms of the dimensionless parameters used in equations ,. -

(2a) and (2b). ''~. :.~ 

For a reg~on represented by ~ nodes, the differential equation is replaced by a set of M algebraic equa-

tions forming a matrix of coefficients that can be solved by any suitable method. Because each node is linked only 
· < I • . 

to its n~ig~bo?ng nocles, the resulting matrix is very sparse and one can use relatively simple and fast iterative·' :: 

methods of solution. RADTRAN uses a line-by-line iterative solution technique, the alternating-direction implicit 

method, generating sets of tri-diagonal matrices (Patankar, 1980). The algorithms for inverting a tri-diagonal . 

matrix ·are a simplified fonn of the standard Gaussian-elimination method, and are commonly referred to as . ~he 

Tri-Diagonal Matti~ Alg~rithri\.· 'An iterative solution mar~h~ throu~h the. time s;~~s to produce the tim~cpen-
, ' ,_ ' • 1 ~ • 1 ' .. . . ' J ' ' • I ; ! ; '. ' ·. ' f. . • • 

dent concentratiori distribution. The iterations are repeated until steady::'tate is reached (detennired in thi~ case 

when the differen~ \ n concentrations between iterations is less than 0.1 % for each grid point). 

= 
3.0 DEPOSmON 

R~OTRAN accounts for deposition through boundary conditions at the wall, instead of the overall dcpo-
. ·'" . 

sition rate constar:tt used in the uniformly-mixed model. When a particle (or an unattached decay product) 

collides with a surfac';? its.ticks, or deposits, on that surface. The interaction between the particle and the wall, 

and the probability of particle ,attachment, isLo~ten described in .. ~er,ms of an accommodation coefficient. Perfect 

6 
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adherence at the wall is represented by an accommodation coefficient equal to one. There is also a probability of 

radiation-induced recoil from the wall. Bruno (1983) demonstrates that the recoil distance for alpha decay is 

approximately .015 cm, much less than the typical boundary layer thickness n~ar the wall, and concludes that a 

recoiling nucleus that detaches from the wall is likely to be redeposited. RADTRAN assumes the wall to be a per

fect sink, so that particles adhere perfectly to the surface without returning to a state of suspension. 

Assuming that particles touching the wall are removed from the air implies that the airborne pollutant 

activity concentration at the surface <As> can be taken as zero (Fuchs, 1964), and that there exists a thin wall region 

over which the concentration increases to the freestream, or core, value <Ac>. The thickness of the wall region de

pends on the relative magnitudes of the source and removal terms within the space (radioactive decay and at

tachment), the diffusion coefficient, and also the intensity of convection contributing to the transport of pollutants 

either towards or away from the wall. The resulting concentration gradient in this wall layer causes a continuous 

diffusion of pollutants towards the surface (Hinds, 1982). Deposition of particles can be due to the influence of 

many processes other than molecular diffusion, including turbulent (eddy) diffusion, gravitational settling, iner

tial impaction, electrostatic attraction (electrophoresis), and thermophoresis. The present formulation ot RAD

TRAN accounts for deposition only by molecular diffusion, as discussed below. A brief discussion of the poten

tial significance of the other deposition mechanisms follows in section 3.2. 

3.1 Molecular Diffusion 

Molecular diffusion is the net transport of particles in a concentration gradient due to random Bro\vnian 
•. 1 

motion. Diffusion increases in magnitude for smaller particle diameter and, excluding convection, is the primary 
I' 

transport mechanism in many circumstances for particles less than 0.1 µmin size (Fuchs, 1964). Although both 

convective and diffusive transport contribute. to the motion of a pollutant, at a solid (non-p0rous) surface the 

velocity components are zero and the deposition flux is simply equal to the rate of diffusion to that su'rface. 

Written in terms of activity concentration, Fick's law can be applied at the surface to obtain the activitY depo~iti~n'~ 
flux, j: · 

. . 
j = ~(dA/dn~surface . , . _ . , ! _ :. ' r , j' . .(3) 

where n is the distance measured normal to the wall. Equation (3) is written with the conye!'tion that j_is pos,itive 
• :· . , ! ' ·. . • :•; : .. -\ .. I · . 

towards the ' wall, when n is measured positive away from the wall. Deposition can also be parameterized.in .... 

terms of°a co~centration difference driving p<>tentlal, and ~r mass transfer. coeffide~t u, (analogou~ t~ the con~~~ . 
.. ' . . f.'i ,. - 1;, .,. ·t 

tive coefficient used in heat transfer theory): 

j = u <Ac - As) = u Ac (4) 

U = j I Ac = (0/ Ac)(dA/dn~ surface (5) 
' " 

where Ac is the concentration in the core of the enclosure, or far away from the boundary layer, and As is .the sur-

face concentration, equal to zero. The mass transfer coefficient, u, has units of length/time and is called the 
1 

• ' " 

"deposition velocity", commonly expressed in units of (cm/sec). It is defined as the flux density per unit core 

concentration, and can be considered the effective velocity of particles migrating to a surface. 
,( ' 
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Equation (5) represents the local deposition velocity at a point along a surface. One can also calculate the 

average deposition velocity, <u>, and relate it to the deposition rate constant, q, used in the uniform-mixing 

model. The rate constant q i!i essentially a volumetric reaction rate and a measure of the average probability that 

particles will reach known boundaries (Fuchs, 1964). In the uniform-mixing model, q is used to express the total 

rate of activity deposition, J: 

J = q Aavg V (6) 

Equation (3) can also be integrated over the entire space to obtain: 

· J = J 0 (dA/ dn) dS = <j> S = <U> Ac S (7) 

For a large enclosure, Aavg is approximately equal to Ac. Equation (6) and (7) can then be combined to give: 

q = <u>S/V (8) 

This equation implies that the room is well-stirred. If one assumes truit all surfaces are equally effective for depo

sition, then equation (8) can be used to apply calculations of <u> to different situations. While the deposition rn · 

constant q is used as input to the uniformly-mixed model, it is more appropriate to compare research results us

ing the deposition velocity u, since u is more descriptive of deposition as a surface phenomenon. 

3.2 Deposition of Radon Progeny 

Experimental measurements are o{ten in terms of total (free plus attached) progeny concentrations and 

total deposition rates, qi. However, the deposition rates (or velocities) of the free and attached radon progeny 

have to be determined independently due to their differences in diffusivity and concentration profiles. The total 

rate of activity deposition, for each decay product i, is simply the sum of the free and attached contributions: 

(9) 

The indi,vidual quantities, qif and q1a, are connected to the total deposition rate through the free fraction, fj. For 

each de<;:ay product.i, the free fraction fi is defined as the ratio of free to total progeny activity concentration: 

(10) 

where A in equations (9) and (10) represents average activity eoncentration. The total deposition rate constant is 

obtained by combining equations (6), (9), arid (10): 

(11) . ' 

: RADTRAN can be used to obtain values of deposition velocities and overall deposition rate constants for. 
' ' ~ I :,- • ' , 

a specified set of enVironmental conditions. In summary! the steps used in RADTRAN for examining radc;m. 
. ' .. ' . , . ~ . . . .. . . . 

progeny depositi~n are; (i) solve for the spatial activity concentration distributions in the space, Af and .Aa; {i.i) , 

calculate local activity flux, f and ja, along each surface using equation (3); (iii) integrate the local flux over all 
' . 1i \ (" ., ,., 

surfaces fo determine the total rat~ of deposition in the space, Jf and Ja; (iv) calculate local deposition velocities, 

uf and ua, a~d average deposition velocities, <uf> and <ua>, using equations (5) and (7), respectively; (v) cal~ 
culate overall deposition rate constants, qf and qa, using equation (8); (vi) calculate the free fraction, f, using a.ver- · 

age concentrations in equation (10); and (vii) calculate the total deposition rate, q, using equation (11). 
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3.3 Other Deposition Processes 

As a necessary simplification in the initial development and application of RADTRAN, several deposition 

mechanisms were neglected. These mechanisms are described briefly below, with references for more detailed 

explanations. 

Deposition rates in a turbulent flow are much higher than those in laminar conditions. The process of 

turbulent deposition is extremely complex,. Among the difficulties in theoretically predicting turbulent 

deposition rates are these: determining the functional form of the eddy viscosity (which varies throughout the 

regimes of a turbulent flow); accounting for the extent to which particles follow the turbulent fluctuations 

(expressed by a relationship between the eddy diffusivity and eddy viscosity); and incorporating the rate of re

entrainment of the deposited particles (which is likely to occur when the turbulent flow velocity is high). 

The magnitude of deposition due to gravitational settling increases rapidly with particle size, and is de

scribed by the particle's terminal settling velocity. Although gravitational settling onto horizontal surfaces is 

negligible for the free progeny, it is significant for the attached progeny and dominates other transport mecha

nisms for particle diameters greater than 0.3 µm (Nazaroff&: Cass, 1987). 

L 

An example of inertial impaction is when a surface causes an airstream to turn, and particles with suffi

cient inertia are unable to follow the streamlines and impact on the surface. The potential for inertial deposition 

increases with particle diameter and air velocity and is insignificant at the low velocities prevalent indoors, par

ticularly for the smaller free progeny (Hinds, 1982; Naz.aroff &: Cass, 1987). 
} / . 

Most particles carry some electric charge and will experience an electrostatic force in the vicinity of 
; .' ) I ~· ': ~ 

charged surfaces. This force depends on the magnitude of the particle charge, and the strength of the electric field 

in the.space around the charged surface. A general discussion of electrostatic forces on particles is given by 

Hinds (1982) and McMurry &: Rader (1985), and a simplified approach for examining electrophoretic depositfon ,,;~ ; 

in enclosures is presented by van de Vate (1980). It is difficult to assess the relative importance of electrophore~is, ; · 
1 ~·; 

given the lack of available data on electric field strengths near room surfaces (Nazaroff&: Cass, 1987). 

Thermophoretic deposition is caused by thermal forces on the particle i:esulting from temperature·gradi~ . 
' .. ; . , .. 

ents in the a·ir, creating a net force in the direction of cooler temperature. van de Vate (1980) examined tll.er- . !:·, ~. :, , : . . 

mophoretic deposition in enclosures, and Nazaroff&: Cass (1987) used scale analysis and numerical ~n~lysis 

based on a similarity transformation to investigate particle deposition due to convection, .mol~~~~. di.~us.io.n, and 

thennophoresis in a natural convection bourtdar"f layer flow. Their work showed that the effect of thennophore-
• • .. .. • • ; ~ • 1 .:• : . · ' i -1 :~r" '. '/; : , · · J;.. ~ · : 

sis is relatively: small for the size of free radon progeny, but can be substantial for particles (and attached 
< • , .. , ~ ' 

progeny) larger than 0.1 µm. . 
. ,\ 

RADTRAN does not currently account for any of the deposition mechanisms described above. Although 
I ~ I • • .,. ' i ". ~ :,f 

gravitational settling and thermophoresis may have a non-negligible impact on attached progeny deposition, the 
. . . :· -' ·. 

primary focus of the initial RADTRAN simulations was the investigation of free progeny deposition. Including 

the comple!X processes of electrostatic and turbulent deposition would be desirable for further development of. the 
r.:,. ~ • : }" • : ·, •. } ~ • 

model. · ·' 
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4.0 FLOW CHARACTERIZATION 

Understanding the airborne transport of pollutants requires detailed information about the air flow pat

terns in the space. Air movement in a building can be generated in a number of ways: infiltration, natural venti

lation, mechanical ventilation, buoyancy-driven natural convection, or the movement of people and objects. The 

air flow patterns are typically due to a combination of several influences, and the characterization of these flows 

is difficult. Simulations reported here examined laminar buoyancy-driven recirculating enclosure flows, free and 

forced conyection boundary layer flows along isolated surfaces, and diffusion-only conditions. Natural 

convection flows represent conditions where there are relatively insignificant sources of forced air flows (e.g., no 

open windows or forced air heating or cooling systems), and surface temperatures that vary from those of Lhe 

room air (e.g., a room with perimeter walls or windows). The forced convection flow might represents conditions 

driven by a mechanical ventilation system where the supply air is delivered parallel to a surface. The diffusion

only analysis might represent no-flow stable conditions, such as a stratified enclosure with a wann ceiling and 

cool floor. The diffusion model also serves as a base case to compare the relative effects of air movement on , 1 

pollutant deposition. 

For the complex recirculating flows, RADTRAN uses velocity data generated from a separate model of air 

movement in buildings. For the simple one-directional boundary layer flows, the model calculates the velocity 

profiles using integral methods of solution of the boundary layer form of the Navier-Stokes equations. A later 

section describes the relationships generated from the diffusion-only model in more detail. 

4.1 Buoyancy-Driven Endosure Flows 

Buoyancy-induced fluid motion, commonly referred to as "natural convection", is the result of gravita- .. r 
... ,,' . . 

tional body forces acting on the fluid. These forces are due to density differences arising from temperatt,1re gradi- . 

ents. in the space. There will generally be some degree of natural convection due to temperature differences 
' ' 

within the space, although the relative strengths ()f natural and forced convective flow will depend on factc;m 
' ' 

such as the m,agnitude of the temperature differ~nces (due to heat distribution and solar gain) and the source o.f 

the forced air flow. ·, 
I . • ... . 

The motion of the fluid is.described by the Navier-Stokes equations (Bird et al., 1960; Spalding, 1963). 
": ';. . . : - ' ' : . 

These are non-linear, partial differential equations representing the .. laws of conservation of mass, momentum, 
'• .'.: 1' · \" j • • • 

and energy applied to a fluid element. The momentum and energy equations are coupled through the body force 

tenn; consequently, the velocity fiel~ depends on the temperatu_re d.istribution. Assuming that pollutant concf.}Il-
• • • ," • ' : • : ' • ~ I • • ' ' • ' 

trations are not high enough to affect the air viscosity and velocity profiles, the Na vier-Stokes equation!!l a:r:e ~e-
. • r · · 11 ~ ' : . ' • .>··' ~ . . ! 

; ; 
•.II 

coupled from the mass-transport equation, and th~ velocity fields can be determined independently of the con~ , . · t 
':; ·I . ' . .' ' 

centration distributions. Two important dimensionless parameters characterizing natural convection flow in an .. ,· ., 

enclosure are the Grashof number (Gr= g ~ dT L3 /v2), and the Rayleigh number (Ra= Pr Gr) (Bird et al., 1960; .1· 
~ ·: . 

Schlichting, 1979). 

For input to RADTRAN, data representing the velocity field in an enclosure were obtained from a con- · · : . 
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vection model developed by Gadgil (1980), based on a numerical discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations for 

laminar conditions. This two-dimensional convection model simulates both natural and forced convection, for 

any combination of rectangular obstacles, openings, and velocity or heat sources and sinks in a rectangular 

shaped enclosure, at Rayleigh numbers up to 1010 (Gadgil 1980). Velocity fields for the initial simulations of 

RADTRAN were calculated for a two-dimensional square enclosure, with boundary conditions corresponding to 

isothermal hot and cold walls and adiabatic floor and ceiling. A schematic drawing of streamlines in this flow is 

shown in Figure 2. 

4.2 Boundary Layer Flows 

In addition to enclosure flows, pollutant transport was also simulated for simpler boundary layer flows. 

Boundary layer theory can be applied both to the Navier-Stokes equations to obtain velocity profiles, and also to 

the mass-transport equations for radon progeny to obtain concentration profiles (Bird et al., 1960; Schlichting, 

1979). The velocity in a boun~ary layer flow is predominantly in one direction without recirculation. The flow at 

one point is independent of the downstream behavior, and convection always dominates diffusion in this 

streamwise direction. Changes in pollutant concentration occur essentially over a narrow layer near the surface, 

which is thin relative to the dimensions of the surface. 

· For many enclosure flows, specific regions of the flow can often be represented by simpler boundary 

layer flows. An example of this is the simple enclosure flow that was investigated in these simulations. Velocity 
" profiles showed that the flow along the walls can be approximated by a boundary layer free co,nvection flow 

along an isothermal single surface within quiescent surroundings, unbounded by other surfaces; and the flow 

along the floor and ceiling can roughly be approximated by a boundary layer forced convection'flow ~long a 

horizontal flat plate with an imposed freestream velocity (Schiller, 1984). Schematic diagrams of velocity 'profiles 

in these free and forced convection boundary layer flows are~hown in .. Figures 3 and 4, respectively. 
( I ~ I _' 

A significant consequence of the boundary layer approximation is that it changes the character of the 
) h). ':. ~ 

· • t • :'· n·-·_ . 
transport equation from an elliptic to a parabolic form. An elliptic equation is a boundary-value problem and can 

• • • . •' • t' ;.a ·: _, \ , , 

only be solved by specifying the boundary conditions on a complete contour enclosing the region. A parabolic · 
• t I • , : : : I 

equation, on the other hand, is a mixed initial- and boundary-value problem. Conditions need only be specifi~ . . .·· . 
at one x-position, where x represents the streamWise direction. Computer solutions are then relatively easier be-

- ·. ' '· ;) ~. ,: . ~ · "l 

cause x is now a marching variable; the profile ca'n be initialized at x=O and the solution then "marches" down the 
. • / :- • • :-· J 

plate in:.the direction of the flow (Patankar; ·1980). · 
• • -. ·, ! - · - > -' If • •., . _, • ~ ; " .'. I · f' ~ "' 

A bOundary layer flow analysis is advantageous compared to a full enclosure flow for several reasons. 

The solution at a: particular point is independent of the behavior downstream; conseqii~ntly, th~·iterative pro~e~ 
dure used• for recirculating flows is not necessary and storage requirements and computing costs are substantially:.. . 

. .. ,. ,.. 

less. The grid only needs to be extended out to the edge of the boundary layer, so one can get more detailed in-
. , : . ·r· ' 

formation near the wall by incorporating a much finer grid in this region than is possible for an entire enclosure . 

, ., , 1 

. : . · ~ ~ 

. ,•·. ' ·) :; ; , . ' 

Overall, it is faster and less expensive to use a boundary layer analysis, particularly for the many simulations re-
quired for 'parametric sensitivity studies. 
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.S.O SIMPLIFIED DIFFUSION MODEL 

A simplified form of the mass-transport model is a one-dimensional diffusion model in which convective 

transport near the wall is neglected entirely. This is commonly known as the film model, and it assumes that the 

species diffuses through a stagnant film near the surface. The thickness of this film is defined such that beyond 

its outer edge the fluid is well-mixed and concentration gradients are negligible (Bird et al., 1960). The 

mathematical formulation of this model is essentially an equation describing one-dimensional diffusion of a 

chemically reactive species, and can be solved exactly. (It should be noted that the mathematical concept of a 

boundary layer does not apply in a one-dimensional model, thus the term "film thickness" or "wall region" is 

more appropriate for this case). 

An advantage of applying this model to the free and attached radon decay products is that it results in 

analytic expressions for the concentration distributions and mass-transfer coefficients, or deposition velocities, uf 

and ua. Although the model may not accurately represent room conditions, it provides a simple physical picture , 

and,much of the insight gained from studying its results can also be applied to more complex systems. Conse

quently, the mathematical formulations serve as a good starting point for illustrating some of the physical con-

cepts governing the behavior of indoor radon decay products. The expressions developed in this section will be · · 

useful for interpreting results generated from the more complex model including convective transport. 

The complete solutions to the one-dimensional diffusion equations are presented in the Appendix. The 

equations describing concentration distributions can be manipulated to solve for the free and attached deposition 

velocities in stagnant conditions. The resulting expressions illustrate the complexities of the dependence of uf 

and ua on the physical parameters and, most importantly, the potential differences between decay products. 

These relationships are discussed in more detail in a companion paper describing the results of parametric studies 

using RADTRAN (Schiller and Revzan, 1989). 

The final expressions for uf and u• for the first decay product, 218Po (i = 1), are relatively simple and are 

presented here for reference and discussion: 

I• 

(12) 

where df and da are the free and attached progeny "diffusion lengths". defined by: 
( ' ~ . ( . . . 

-a1i ~ l Dt / CA.1 + X> 1112 d1a = [ Oa / A.1 1112 (13) 

Substituting equations (iJ)' into (12), and noting that dt >> da, u1f and u1a can be written as: 
. \ ·'';. ", . ·i 

•I • t'~ 

~. J • 

u1t = ~ 0tH.1+X)1112 (14a) I 

u1a = Oa [ (A.1 + X) /Of )1/2 = [[)a/Of )1/2. [[)a (A.1 + X) )1/2 (14b) 

An effective concentration film thickness, b, can be defined by assuming a linear concentration profile 

with a slope equal to the gradient at the wall. The deposition velocities can then be expressed as: 

u1f = Of/ btf u1a = Oa / bla (15) 

Combining equations (12) and (15), the effect film thicknesses for one-dimensional diffusion are related to the dif-
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fusion lengths by: 

(16) 

Since df >> d•, these equations imply that the deposition velocity of attached 218Po is much smaller than for parti

cles of equal size, when convection is neglected. A comparison of particle deposition and attached 218Po deposi

tion is presented by Schiller and Revzan (1989). 

5.1 Factors Influencing Deposition Rates 

Equations (14) express the functional dependence of u1f and u1a on Of, Oa, A., and X, for 218po in stagnant 

conditions. The expressions are simple, yet they are indicative of important physical concepts which cannot be 

illustrated from the uniformly-mixed model or existing experimental measurements. For the simplified case of 

diffusion-only, the concentration distribution of the attached progeny is strongly determined by that of its source, 

the free progeny. Consequently, the attached progeny concentration profile, and the corresponding wall region 

thickness, ba, will actually depend on both the free and attached diffusion lengths, df and da. One implication of 

this result is that ua depends not only on attached diffusivity, Oa, but also on the physical nature of the free 

progeny, as described by Of. Equation (14b) also demonstrates that the value of ua is greatly reduced compared 

with the deposition velocity of equivalently sized particles, by a factor of [Oa/Of)l/2. 

This same concept can be applied to all the decay products, and the equations are presented in the A~ .· · 

pendix. The concentration profile for each decay product is determined not only from its respective diffusion co-

efficients, but is strongly dependent on the source distribution. Since each of the decay products is generated · 

from a different source, it is natural to assume that there will also be variations between their deposition ve

locities. The equations in the Appendix indicate how the deposition velocities differ among the decay product~ 

for stagnant conditions. 
\ . 

; , 

• · ~ L 

·. ~· · ~-~·•.i 

I• 6.0 MODEL VALIDATION 
I ; ' ' '. ~ " : '·• 

Initial simulations of RADTRAN examined the influence of key parameters on deposition velocities of the 

first three radon progeny, with a particular emphasis on ~e free mode of the first decay, product, 218Po. In the . < ··:) ,_. 

parametric studies, Of and X (as a function of N) were varied over ranges representative of experimental findings . . - . 

for realistic room conditions. Both free and forced convection were varied over the laminar flow regime. A sec-
• ' • • . ~ ; ' '~ ! :. • . .:· , : · ' j ') ~ . . . ·' ; I; ! ' 

ond paper (Schiller and Revzan, 1989) describes in more detail the influence of these parameters on deposition . 

The range of deposition velocities found in these parametric studies are compared here to experimental findings . 

.. '· 
": : . 

. , 

... •• ,I' 
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6.1 Existing &perimental Studies 

Air flow conditions have varied considerably in experimental studies of radon deposition. Measure

ments have been made in occupied buildings, experimental rooms, small chambers, wind tunnels, and diffusion 

tubes. Although conditions in the small chambers, wind tunnels, and diffusion tubes are easiest to control and 

quantify, these are probably least representative of realistic conditions in buildings. In particular, the wind tunnel 

studies have predominantly ~n used to examine outdoor aerosol deposition, and the air speeds investigated are 

often much higher than the magnitudes likely to be seen in indoor spaces. 

To validate the model as a predictive tool, it is necessary to compare the predictions with experiments in 

which the conditions are similar to the simplified flows simulated in the model. These include near-stagnant 

conditions or laminar flows. Unfortunately, reports of experimental work typically give only qualitative descrip

tions of the air motion in the test spaces, if any discussion is presented at all. Experiments have included 

relatively still conditions (George et al., 1983; Knutson et al., 1983; Rudnick et al., 1983; Vanmarke, 1984; Bigu, 

1985; Mclaughlin et al., 1985); natural convective flow (Scott, 1983); laminar and turbulent controlled flows (wind 

tunnels and tube flows) (Sehmel, 1~71; Oough, 1973; Porstendorfer, 1983); and conditions in which air cleaner 

fans or mixing fans were used, or flows were stated as being turbulent (Rudnick et al., 1983; Sextro et al., 1984; 

Bigu, 1985). There have only been a few cases where air velocities were actually measured (Sehmel, 1971; Scott, 

1983). In.general, flow conditions in the experiments have not been well characterized. Table 1 presents a sum-

·r. 

mary of the conditions and results of representative experiments used for comparison to RAOTRAN's predic- ~" 

lions. 

6.2 Model Predidioru 

The parameters varied in the RADTRAN simulations were Of, X, and air motion. Values of Of were var

ied over an order of magnitude, 0.01 - 0.10 ctW./sec, encompassing the range found by the majority of researchers 

and cent~ring around the commonly used value of O.(l;4 cm2/sec (Chamberlain et al., 1956; Busigin et al., 1981; .. : ; , , 

Bruno, 1983; Knutson et al., 1983; Phillips et al., 1988). The range of X (0-250 hr-1) corresponds to a particie <;on-: 
. ' 

centration up to N:= ·6(),000 particles/cm3 (assunling a mean particle diameter of 0.1 µm, and a corresponding at-

tachment c6efficien't of'4j x' 1(}3 hr-1 /(particles/ cm3)). This ~tends beyond the range typically fou.nd indo.ors, 

except in the C~Se 'of V~ heavy smoking. 

Th~free sfr~m velOCity in a. forced-convection boundary layer flow was varied from 1-100 cm/sec, on a 

horiwlital.plate'J m long. 'the upper velocity of 100 cm/sec COITeSponds to a Reynold's number of 2x10S. This is 
' . 

below the c;riticaJ ri~mber R~ = 3x10S, at which transition to turbulence occurs (Knudsen & Katz, 1958; .: . . :; . 

Schlichtittg, 19'19). A f~nvedion boundary layer flow on a vertical ~ot plate was also examined, for C;rasJ:m(~~· ,. : .: 

numbers of 3xl09 and 3x1010. (This corresponds to Rayleigh numbers of 2xlo9 and 2xl010, since Pr= 0.7 for air). 

These two numbers represent the transition to turbulence for an isolated surface, as quoted by various sources. 

The critical value of Raa,. Gr Pr= 109 is given by Bird et al. (1960) and Schlichting (1979), while the value of Racr 

= 1010 is given by Kaplan (1963), Gadgil (1980), Nansteel & Greif (1981), and Bohn et al. (1983). For flow inside an 

enclosure, transition to turbulence occurs at higher critical Rayleigh num~rs than for isolated ~urfaces (Ruberg,, 
' i. 
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1978; Nansteel & Greif, 1981; and Bohn et al., 1983). An enclosure of 3 m x 3 m with a buoyancy-driven recir

culating flow (isothermal hot and cold walls, adiabatic floor and ceiling) was simulated, characterized by Grashof 

numbers of 3x109 and 3x1010. The simplified case of one-dimensional diffusion, was also simulated. 

Figure 5 presents a summary of values of uf and ua obtained by researchers, and the range of values pre

dicted by the mass-transport model from the parametric studies. Of the experiments shown, those with flow 

conditions most similar to the ones simulated with RADTRAN include: George et al. (1983) in a small 1.9 m3 

chamber with minimal air flow, Rudnick (1983) in a 78 m3 experimental room without mixing fans, Vanmarcke 

(1984) in a small one m3 chamber with near-stagnant conditions, and Bigu (1985) in a large 26m3 chamber with 

still air conditions .. Because the geometry and value of S/V in these experiments varied considerably (1.9 - 6.0 m

l), the comparison is made in terms of deposition velocity rather than the geometry-dependent deposition rate 

constant. 

Table 1 and Figure 5 show that results from experiments with laminar or still air flow conditions (George 

et al., 1983; Rudnick et al., 1983; Vanmarke, 1984; and Bigu, 1985) are contained within the range of 0.014 - 0.079 . 
cm/ sec predicted by RADTRAN for uf. This is considered a rough comparison, given the lack of precise 

infonnation regarding the flow conditions of the experiments. Experiments by McLaughlin et al. (1985) were also 

conducted under still air conditions and compared will with RADTRAN, although tests were done in a small 

cylindrical chamber where both the size and geometry was significantly different than conditions simulated by 

RADTRAN. Recent experiments by Porstendorfer (1983, 1985) also compared well. Results of the parame~c 

studies suggest that experimental values of uf greater than approximately 0.08 crn/sec. cannot be accounted f~~ b~; 

laminar convective diffusion. Higher values are most likely due to deposition mechanisms not simulated, such as 

electrostatic attraction, or turbulent diffusion. -. , ... 

[" 

."!'' l 

Among these experiments, only those of George and Knutson reported a value of ua. They_.e~~imat~ .~~ :':=,, '. .. ;, 
O.S-1.0xt<r3 cm/sec, for tests where.the geometric mean particle diameter varied in the range 0.06-0_.15 µm .. V~t-: . "' .. , 

, .. 1 l.' • • 

ues of ua 'predicted from RADTRAN were at least an order of magnitude lower than this, rangi~g from • Q.4-. . . . ' . ; ,· ~ 

0.7x1C>-4 cm/sec.. This is most likely due to that fact that only deposition by molecular diff~sio!' was;~scourt.~ f~J ., . . ·' 
" , • ~ I • • • •• I ' • •• • 

in the simulations. Because of ·their larger siZe, attached progeny are much more sensitive to ipertial~ ~av~ta- . ,. 
.. .: ' ,, ·' ·. . . ' .' . .. . : . ' .. } .. 1• •J 

tional, and thermophoretic effects, and these n~ to be accounted for. Further st~di~ of ,de~siti,~,'.' , ~;ue, !9 ~-!~-

trostatic fo~rces 'inay also acco~nt for these differences. While the uncertainty in the predict~ values ()f ua is hig~, . . .. 
.. • . . • : ' ; ... :.. ·' '" , . l, . • . •• 

the total depbsiHon rate of radon progeny is almost entirely influe~~ed b:>: uf ex~ept .~o_r veiy,. "ig.~ P.~~1ticle_ ~?~- ._ . 
centrations. ~onsequently, it is not expected th_at these low v~lues. of ua. will contribut~ .~? !~~~~UJ'\C~rtainties ~~ . , ,. ,. 

RADTRAN"s -p~ictions of overall room concentrations. · · 
I· . I 

' ~ ! ~ ·. ' 

7.0 CONCLUSIONS 

,~, : Ii ; 

A inass~transport model, RADTRAN, has been developed based on mass conservation a~~ traJ'\~port 
. . . •, ~ .: ~ t I • '. , .: ' r "··~ . 

laws governing· the movement of reactive components in specified laminar flow conditions. Equations for the 
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concentrations of each of the first three radon progeny, in both the free and attached modes, are written in two

dimensional form, and their solution is based on an approximate numerical technique. Deposition is treated as a · 

surface reaction represented by a boundary condition. RADTRAN is able to account for variability in source dis

tributions and transport mechanisms, and their influence on concentration distributions and deposition rates. 

The mass-transport model offers many advantages over existing indoor radon models by providing a more real

istic basis for understanding radon progeny behavior. 

In simulations using RADTRAN, several flow conditions have been examined: buoyancy-driven 

recirculating enclosure flows, free and forced-convection boundary layer flows, and one-dimensional diffusion. 

Free progeny diffusivity, Of, and attachment rate, X, were varied over representative ranges. For these 

conditions, RADTRAN calculated free deposition velocities of uf :r 0.014 - 0.079 cm/sec, for 218Po. This range is in 

rough agreement with findings from experiments conducted in flow conditions similar to the simplified flows 

used in RADTRAN. 

RADTRAN is based on fundamental laws of physics, and the approach can also be applied to other pol

lutants simply by appropriately changing the transformation rates and boundary conditions. For example, the 

modeling approach can be used to investigate the transport and distribution of a pollutant within a space for a 

specified source distribution. A point source might represent combustion products from a stove, heater, or 

cigarette, and a line or area source might repre5ent the emanation of pollutants from building materials. The 

fundamental basis of this model enables the method to be used for.quantitatively examining the behavior of pol

lutants for which surface interactions are particularly important. One example of such a pollutant is formalde

hyde, where the walls can act as both a source and a sink. However, the boundary con~itions for formaldehyde 

or volatile organic compounds are quite complex and difficult to describe mathematically. A model would have 

to include a detailed description of the adsorption on, desorption from, and diffusion through th~ surface 

materials, and the dependence of these mechanisms on temperature and humidity conditions. " 

The applicability of the TNss-transpc;>rt model is primarily limited by the ability to simulate flow condi'." ' J) . 

tions repre~ntative of .realistic conditions: The.air flows that typically exist in real buildings are complex and dif-
, '! I • 

ficult to accurately characterize through either measurements or theoretical simulations. Although laminar flow 

is admittedly a simplification of realistic conditions, this approach represents a necessary first step in attempting ' · · 

to characterize the effects of air motion on radon progeny transport and deposition. RADTRAN provides a theo

retical framework for flirther studies concerning the general behavior and interactions of indoor radon and its de

cay products, and p~ovides the basis from which a more comprehensive and realistic model of indoor air quality 
- ' ;.. ' _ ,; . ' · . 

can be developed. 
,. 
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Figure 1. The radon and radon progeny decay chain, with the correspondi~g ; , 
half-lives and principal type of radiation associated with each. The shaded ' . -·' 
isotopes are those of primary biological concern due to inhalation and 
subsequent alpha decay. The half-lives shown in the figure are the numbers 
used in RADTIU...i\I. Browne and Firestone (1986) provide updated values. 
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Insulated 

1 

TCOLD Low velocity region 

L 

Insulated 

Schematic Diagram of a Buoyancy-driven Enclosure Flow 

.. . 

Figure 2. Schematic diagr:im of streamlines, illustr:iting the velocity field in a 
simplified buoyancy-driven now. Velocities are highest along the isothermal 
walls, as indicated by the streamlines being closer together. 
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Schematic Diagram of a Free Convection Boundary Layer Flow 

Tcold 

Figure 3. Representative velocity profile, u(y), of a free convection· boundary 
layer flow along a hot, isothermal vertical surface within cooler, quiescent 
surroundings, unbounded by other surfaces. 

Schematic Diagram of a _,Forced . Q_qnvection .. Boundary _ Layer Flow 

u u 
.. -

- t 
u(y) 0 

,. '\ .. 

Figure 4. Representative velocity profile, u(y), of a forced convection boundary 
layer flow along a horizontal flat plate with an imposed frcestream velocity, U. 
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Figure 5. Free progeny deposition velocity, as predicted by RADTRAN and as 
measured in experiments. The range of RADTRAN predictions corresponds to 
the following: Dt = 0.01 - 0.1cm2/scc,X=0 - 250 h~l, and U = 0 - 100 cm/sec 
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TABLEl 

A comparison of test conditions and experimental resµlts 

(listed in order of increasing deposition velocity) 

Researcher Test Space SN (m·l) Flow Conditions 

Schiller, RADTRAN predictions laminar, near-stagnant 

Vanmarke (1984) chamber 6.2 minimal air flow, 
near-stagnant 

Rudnick et al. (1983) experimental 1.4 stagnant; 
room 

George et al. (1983) chamber 4.7 minimal air flow, 
near-stagnant 

Mclaughlin et al. (1985) SO liter still air 
cylindrical chamber 

Porstendorfcr (1985) chamber 5•. closed room, turbulent 
U • 5-17 cm/sec 

Porstendorfcr (1983) wind tunnel Umm • 10 cm/sec 

Bigu (1985) 26 m3 chamber still air 

Scott (19S3) occupied buildings free convection flow 
U., 4-12 cm/sec 

Bigu (1985) 26 m3 chamber ~ixing fans, turb. 

Rudnick et al. (1983) experimental 1.4 mixing fans, tUrbulent 
room .. 

Scxtro et al. (1986) 
., 

expcri mental • 1.9 ... , unknown (air cleaner 
room (fans operating) 

Toohey (1985) utility room unknown 
of house - -

• including furniture in the room 
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Velocity (cm/sec] 

.014-.079 

.02- .07 
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.033- .06 

.034 - .Q.l7 

.056 

.06 - .17 
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APPENDIX 
One-Dimensional Diffusion Equations 

General Formulati'on (for deca.y product i =- 1, :?, 3) 

Governing equations: 

dZA.f DI , 
dy 'l 

- (>.· + X) A.I->-· 4../ 1 - r· 1>-.·A·11
1 , , ,. ,_ ,_ ' ,_ 

d:?.-l/ 
D ca :; - >. · A·11 

- .,"(A.I - (I-r· 1)>. · A·11
1 1 I I 1- 1 1-

dy• -·· - •" 

where: 

Bounda.ry conditions: 

a.t y - O; 

a.t 'I -00 
dAi d 2A, ------o dy dy 2 

Deposition velocity: 

Define non-dimensional concentration: 

Define diffusion lengths: 

d/ - [ D.1 11/2 
-:xi +z· 

d,ca - [ ~~ jl/:? 
I 
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First Free Decay Product 

Non-dimensional governing equation : 

d 2o' ).. 
( d { )2 --+- = 8/ - l 

dy- >.. 1+X 

, ... ... 

Freestream concentration (y-oo): 

Solution: 

8/(y) = 81~ [l - exp(-y /d{ )] 

Deposition velocity: 

u { = ~; = [DI ()..1 + X)jl/Z 

First Attached Decay Product 

Non-dimensiona.l governing equation: 

( d c1 ):! d :!9" .a c1 X .a / 
1 -d •l ... O'l - ~0'_1 

y- 1 

, . .. ~ .~ :;;- ~ . ·.c 

F reestrea.m concen tra.tion (y-oo ): 

81c1 = X 9/ = --:.''C 
oo )..1 oo X1 + X 

Solution: 

9 Gf ) =- 8 11 [i _ ( d { )
2 

exp(-y / d { ) - ( d i)2 
exp(-y /di) l 

l ~ y l,. ( d { ):! - ( d i)2 
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Approximate solution: 

(aasuming D f >> D a, df >> d a) 

Deposition velocity: 

DCI 
u <11 - ---.,.--

d I , d ca l .,.. l 

Second Free Decay Product 

Non-dimensional governing equa.tion : 

'. 

d28/ I Az . I ---=- = e... - v [81 + r 81Cll 
dy'!. - Az + .. \. 

Freestrea.m concentration (y -oc}: 

Solution: 

fJ,,_1.,.(11) = e.{ [[1 - ex (- /d.( )] + (d{ ):: [exp(-y /d{) - exp(-y /d{ )] l 
;I - p y - ( d { )2 - ( d { )2 

Deposition velocity: 

Second A.ttached Decay Product 

Non-dimensional gover.ning equation : 
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Freestrea.m concentration (y -oo): 

e o _ X fJ / ( )fJ o _ X(>-.1 + rX) X(l - r ) 
2"°- >-2 ::,..+ 1-r i"°- (>-2+X)(>-1+X) + (>.1+X) 

Approximate solution: 

(assuming D f >> D a, d f >> d a) 

82"f..~) = ~ 8,f (y) + (l-r )fli°(Y) 

(see previous expressions for 8/(y) a.nd 81°(y)) 

Deposition velocity: 

(see previous expressions) 

Third Free Decay Product 
.. __ t., 

Non-dimension:i.l governing equation: 

d Z(J I A 
( d; )2 -d ! = 8/ 10" 3 (},/ 

y- >. 3 + X -

Freestrea.m conceotra.tion (y -oo): 

Solution: 

~ ( d { )~[exp{-y / d { )-:~~P (~!J id ( )j_:i . 
. [( d { ):!-( d { ):!] . [( d { ):!-(di )::! J 
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Deposition velocity: 

[di{ - dlj l 

Third Attached Decay Product 

Non-dimensiona.l governing equation: 

F reestrea.m concen tra.tion ( !l -oo ): 

= XA~(A 1 + rX) .J,.. X(A1 + rX) + X ( l - r) 

(>-. 3 + X)()..:? + X)(>-. 1 + X) ' (>.:? + X)(>- 1 + X) (>- 1 + X) 

Approximate solution: 

(assuming DI >> D 11
, di>> d a) 

{see previous, expressions for ei (y) a.nd 9z.~Y)) 

Deposition velocity: 
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